The industry's #1 cloud-based data protection
for endpoints and cloud apps
Workforce mobility today is an essential part of any business, but it creates a number of challenges for IT. Data
spread across devices and cloud services, unpredictable schedules, and varied network connections all complicate
efforts to protect and govern enterprise information. With inSync, companies can protect their data stored in the
cloud or on mobile devices while also addressing rising compliance and legal needs.

inSync provides a converged data protection solution to uniquely deliver data
availability and governance to address the challenges of today’s mobile workforce.

Ensure your data is protected without impacting user productivity
• Converged data model incorporates cloud application
services like Office365, Box and Google Apps to ensure
data is protected across all user sources
• Anytime, anywhere access from any device, with crossplatform support for smartphones and tablets — with
additional support for IT managed file sharing
• Immediate self-service restore empowers the
end user to resume work on a new device quickly
and seamlessly
• Automated installation and integrated mass
deployment enable IT to quickly deploy inSync without
user involvement

data protection for mobile devices and cloud applications
from a unified interface
• Intuitive bandwidth, resource usage and scheduling
settings ensure maximum data protection with no
user disruption

"With Druva we have peace of mind we know our data is protected and that we
have the means to restore it."

• Centralized administration lets IT manage all aspects of
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- Todd Feist, Loenbro

With Druva inSync, you can easily manage all the end-user data across laptops, mobile devices, and
cloud apps — all without impacting employee productivity.
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Maximize your data visibility and gain a
proactive stance on risks

Engineered for performance with no
compromise on security

• Data is efficiently collected to a central repository,
ensuring that data is protected against loss and breach
while giving IT full visibility for data governance

• Cloud native architecture delivers real time IO of data
ensuring data is immediately accessible from any
snapshot point, from any device

• Federated search allows organizations to identify where
files are stored, as well as the geographic location of
mobile devices

• Patented global deduplication delivers fast and efficient
data collection by eliminating data redundancies across
users, resulting in up to 80% bandwidth savings

• Automated compliance monitoring and deep audit trails
enable the fast identification of potential data risks for
remediation

• WAN optimization, smart resource throttling, and autoresume ensure that backups and restores are nondisruptive and complete efficiently for mobile users

• Legal hold management enables data to be preserved,
maintaining chain of custody, until it’s processed and
analyzed in an eDiscovery platform

• Enterprise-grade encryption in-transit (256-bit SSL)
and at-rest (AES-256) using digital envelope encryption
ensuring the highest levels of data security and privacy

• Extensive governance data policy configuration aids in
segregating data regionally and meeting global data
privacy requirements

• Fully compliant cloud infrastructure, leveraging the
power of Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft
Azure with Druva’s own audits provides the highest level
of security and protection for your data

• Integrated Data Loss Prevention (DLP) aids in preventing
data breach of stolen or lost devices, including remote
wipe (auto- or admin-initiated), geo-location, and
enforced encryption

"Druva runs seamlessly and the end users don’t even know it’s there.
It just does it all behind the scenes."
- Don Hatland, Lockheed Martin/JPL

About Druva: Druva is the leader in converged data protection, bringing data-center class availability and governance to the mobile
and distributed enterprise. With a single dashboard for availability and governance, Druva’s award-winning solutions minimize network
impact and are transparent to users. As the industry’s fastest growing data protection provider, Druva is trusted by over 4,000 global
organizations. Learn more at www.druva.com and join the conversation at twitter.com/druvainc.
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